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 Recapitulation

◦ Code reuse

 Selenium IDE and Selenium WebDriver

 Ethics
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1. Architectures

2. Source Code

3. Data

4. Designs

5. Documentation

6. Templates

7. Human Interfaces

8. Plans

9. Requirements

10. Test Cases

=> Functionality?



 Recapitulation

◦ Code reuse

◦ Ethics

 Selenium IDE and Selenium WebDriver 
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 A tool set automates web app testing across 
platforms

 Can simulate user interactions in browser

 Two components
◦ Selenium IDE

◦ Selenium WebDriver (aka. Selenium 2)



 http://www.seleniumhq.org/projects/ide/

 http://www.seleniumhq.org/download/

 https://addons.mozilla.org/en-
US/firefox/addon/selenium-ide/

http://www.seleniumhq.org/projects/ide/
http://www.seleniumhq.org/download/
https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/selenium-ide/


 Firefox extension

 Easy record and replay

 Debug and set breakpoints

 Save tests in HTML, 
WebDriver and other 
formats



1. Start recording in Selenium IDE

2. Execute scenario on running web application

3. Stop recording in Selenium IDE

4. Verify / Add assertions

5. Replay the test



 Selenium saves all information in an HTML table 
format

 Each record consists of:
◦ Command – tells Selenium what to do (e.g. “open”, 

“type”, “click”, “verifyText”)

◦ Target – tells Selenium which HTML element a 
command refers to (e.g. textbox, header, table)

◦ Value – used for any command that might need a value 
of some kind (e.g. type something into a textbox)



type(locator, value)





 No multiple browsers support 
◦ It runs only in Mozilla Firefox.

 No manual scripts
◦ E.g. conditions and Loops for Data Driven Testing

 Fancy test cases -> Selenium WebDriver 



 Selenium-WebDriver
◦ A piece of program

◦ Control the browser by programming

◦ More flexible and powerful

 Selenium-WebDriver supports multiple browsers 
in multiple platforms
◦ Google Chrome 12.0.712.0+

◦ Internet Explorer 6+

◦ Firefox 3.0+

◦ Opera 11.5+

◦ Android – 2.3+ for phones and tablets

◦ iOS 3+ for phones

◦ iOS 3.2+ for tablets



 WebDriver is designed to providing a simpler 
and uniformed programming interface
◦ Same WebDriver script runs for different platforms

 Support multiple programming language:
◦ Java, C#, Python, Ruby, PHP, Perl…

 It’s efficient
◦ WebDriver leverages each browser’s native support 

for automation.



 The easiest way is use Maven. Maven will 
download the java bindings (the Selenium 2.0 
java client library) and all its dependencies, and 
will create the project for you, using a maven 
pom.xml (project configuration) file

 You can then import the maven project into your 
preferred IDE, IntelliJ IDEA or Eclipse.

 From a command-line, CD into the project 
directory and run maven as follows: mvn clean 
install 



 A solution for the automated testing
◦ Simulate user actions

◦ Functional testing

 Create regression tests to verify functionality and user 
acceptance.

◦ Browser compatibility testing

 The same script can run on any Selenium platform

◦ Load testing

◦ Stress testing



public static void main( String[] args ) 

{

// Create a new instance of the Firefox driver

WebDriver driver = new FirefoxDriver();

// (1) Go to a page

driver.get("http://www.google.com");

// (2) Locate an element

WebElement element = 
driver.findElement(By.name("q"));

// (3-1) Enter something to search for

element.sendKeys("Purdue Univeristy");

// (3-2) Now submit the form. WebDriver will 
find the form for us from the element

element.submit();

// (3-3) Wait up to 10 seconds for a condition

WebDriverWait waiting = new 
WebDriverWait(driver, 10);

waiting.until( 
ExpectedConditions.presenceOfElementLocate
d( By.id("pnnext") ) );

// (4) Check the title of the page

if( driver.getTitle().equals("purdue univeristy -
Google Search") )

System.out.println("PASS");

else

System.err.println("FAIL");

//Close the browser

driver.quit();

}
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 Ethic - 1. the body of moral principles or values 
governing or distinctive of a particular culture or group: 
the Christian ethic; the tribal ethic of the Zuni. 2. a 
complex of moral precepts held or rules of conduct 
followed by an individual: a personal ethic. 

 Ethical – 1. pertaining to or dealing with morals or the 
principles of morality; pertaining to right and wrong in 
conduct. 2. being in accordance with the rules or 
standards for right conduct or practice, esp. the 
standards of a profession: It was not considered ethical 
for physicians to advertise. 3. (of drugs) sold only upon 
Medical prescription
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 Requirements

 Developers work together with customers and users to 
define requirements and specify what the proposed 
system will do.

 If, once it is built, the system works according to 
specification but harms someone physically or 
financially, who is responsible?

 Revised component

 If one person has written a component but others 
have revised it, who is responsible if the component 
fails?
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 Testing

 If an independent test team does integration testing 
and a critical fault remains in the code after testing is 
complete, who is legally and ethically responsible for the 
damage caused by the fault? Tester or Developer

 A safety-critical system fails and several lives are lost.  
When the cause of the failure is investigated, the inquiry 
commission discovers that the test plan neglected to 
consider the case that caused the system failure.

 Who is responsible? 

• The testers for not noticing the missing case?

• The test planners for not writing a complete test plan?

• The managers for not having checked the test plan?

• The customer for not having done a thorough acceptance test?
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 Maintenance

 Suppose you are maintaining a large, safety-critical 
system.  You use a model to predict which 
components are most likely to fail.  Then you examine 
those identified components carefully and perform 
perfective and preventive maintenance on each one.

 Soon after, the system undergoes a catastrophic 
failure. The source of the failure turns out to be a 
component that was not identified by your model.

 Are you at fault for neglecting to look at the other 
components?
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 While developing software for a work project, you get 
an idea for a product of your own.  Although your 
product will not directly compete with the work 
product, it deals with the same domain.  You decide to 
develop your product on your own time, but on your 
computer at work.

 Legal issues aside, who should own your product?  
You?  The company?  The customer?
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 While developing software for a work project, you get 
an idea for a product of your own.  Although your 
product will not directly compete with the work 
product, it deals with the same domain.  You decide to 
develop your product on your own time on your 
computer at home.

 Legal issues aside, who should own your product? 
You?  The company?  The customer?
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 A project teammate misleads her (and your) boss as to 
the status of the module she is working on.  Are you 
responsible for this person’s unethical behavior?  If so, 
what do you do?

 What if the person is a superior?

 What do you do if one of your teammates is clearly 
incompetent and the project manager doesn’t know it?
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 What types of project information would be morally 
permissible to keep from your client?

 What types of project information would be unethical 
to keep from your client?

 Are there any types of information that are “fuzzy?”
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 https://people.cs.pitt.edu/~chang/231/y14/selenium.pptx

 https://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/xyzhang/fall12/selenium.ppt

 https://www.tutorialspoint.com/selenium/selenium_tutorial.pdf

 http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/tcheng2/files/selenium_documentation_0.p
df

 http://oss.infoscience.co.jp/seleniumhq/docs/book/Selenium_Documentati
on.pdf

 Software Engineering Ethics:  http://www.acm.org/about/se-code

 Software engineering professionalism: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_engineering_professionalism

https://people.cs.pitt.edu/~chang/231/y14/selenium.pptx
https://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/xyzhang/fall12/selenium.ppt
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/selenium/selenium_tutorial.pdf
http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/tcheng2/files/selenium_documentation_0.pdf
http://oss.infoscience.co.jp/seleniumhq/docs/book/Selenium_Documentation.pdf
http://www.acm.org/about/se-code
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_engineering_professionalism
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 Principles of Object Oriented Design, Robert C. Martin, 2000, 
http://www.objectmentor.com/omTeam/martin_r.html

 Object Oriented Software Construction, Bertrand Meyer, 1988

http://www.objectmentor.com/omTeam/martin_r.html

